Special Games

Special Games

Chances Special

Odd/Even Special

Progressive game played as 3 hard lines in
27 numbers or less. If the pattern is not
achieved in the required number the game
continues on for a consolation prize which
will be determined based on the sales for
that specific game. Once the progressive
amount reaches $25,000 there is a „2nd
Chance‟ component added. The „2nd
Chance‟ amount available to be won is
$5,000 with the numbers required to win
increasing by one every day until won.

Special game played as a full card. Odd or
Even is determined at the start of each
session.

Played on a 3up card for $2.00

Played on a 3up card for $1.00

-------------------Number Up Special
Progressive game played as a full card in
48 numbers or less. Three wild #‟s are
drawn at the start of the day and remain the
same all day. If the pattern is not achieved
in the required number the game continues
on for a consolation prize which will be
determined based on the sales for that
specific game. The numbers required to
win increase by one every Monday
regardless of the amount available to be
won.
Played on a Sealed 3up card for $2.00

--------------------

Jackpot Special
Progressive game played as a full card in
48 numbers or less. If the pattern is not
achieved in the required number the game
continues on for a consolation prize which
will be determined based on the sales for
that specific game. Once the progressive
amount reaches $30,000 there is a „Bonus
Jackpot „ component added. The „Bonus
Jackpot‟ amount available to be won is
$10,000 with the numbers required to win
increasing by one every three days until
won.
Played on a 3up card for $2.00

Played on a sealed 1up card for .50¢

-------------------Big Extra Special
Special game played as a full card. Odd or
Even is determined at the start of the
game.

------------------Bonus Bucks Book
Series of 5 games of games played 4 times
daily. A community card containing all 75
numbers is displayed on the electronic
readerboard. In addition to the regular prize
payout for the game, Player(s) will receive
a free play „Bonus Bucks‟ coupon if the
number they bingo on has not been
previously covered on the community card.
If the number covered completes any of the
designated patterns the player(s) will also
receive the bonus prize amount allocated to
each pattern. In the event of multiple
winners the bonus prize amount will be split
equally amongst all eligible winners.
Cover a number = Free „Bonus Bucks Book‟ coupon

2 lines (on any card) = $50.00
Blackout (on any card) = $100.00
Blackout (last number on all three cards ) = $500.00

Played in a 5pg 6up book for $5.00

